Introduction
Living organisms are consummate innovators with powerful ingenuity to solve problems and conflicts that arise in the competition for all critical resources. Among Bacteria, single-cell eukaryotes and invertebrates, there is a rich variety of exquisite and intricate inorganic materials and structures that have gradually evolved by natural selection. They are featured with ultimate miniaturization, complex hierarchies, versatility, adaptability and optimization [1] . These biomaterials and biostructures have emerged with many constraints placed on them through historical legacies and the narrow availability of resources at the period of selection. Because of these restrictions, there has been convergence on sets of universal fabrication principles such as use of liquid crystals (LCs) to generate shapes and patterns with low energy usage. This has meant that inherited features, elements and characteristics have been adapted for many different roles and purposes. Using biomimetic logic, the aim is to transfer superior materials and structural design in nature into technologies. Regenerative sciences will be a prime beneficiary from proper biomimetic translation of the & 2014 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved. abstraction of 'good design' from natural biological sources and that goes beyond the human body [2] (figure 1). Having structures that match the performance of the host promotes integration, healing and reduces inflammation.
At this current stage, there is a paucity of such frameworks to repair and build hard tissues either in the culture dish or in situ. Properties that make calcified biological tissues unique and adapted to function include toughening mechanisms in the materials, proper interfaces and a graded relief in properties. Artificial materials and structures with these devices are particularly rare. The key to this success could emerge from the principles and practices of biomimetic materials chemistry. The principles of the chemistry are self-organization, minimal energy inputs, self-replication and miniatuarization of components and at assembly [1] . This important cluster of chemical methods is closely related to crystallization events and mineralization. The methods are chemically engineered to simulate critically essential mineralization processes to achieve intricate bioinorganic formations that are either natural (biomimetic) or unnatural (bioinspired) in shape, architecture and form [3, 4] . One of the major sets of objects in crystallization and mineralization are the packaging, transport and templating devices made from phospholipid bilayers. Materials chemists are aiming to generate chemical environments that lead to the intricate self-organization of these components into the complex hierarchical structures of natural bone. Also, there is equal validity in replicating skeletal structural forms from other organisms. These can also be used to support functions in the bone environment. There has been a reliance on emulsion chemistry (e.g. water-in-oil and oil-in-water mixtures) [5] , Langmuir monolayers [6] , organic frameworks (reused or those generated from bacteria, e.g. [7] ) and reaction-diffusion effects [8] to create patterned materials and structures.
In this review article, we will highlight examples of how complex inorganic morphosynthesis has been used to produce biomimetic structures and materials for tissue regeneration. Examples include microscopic microsponges as a packing material in bone and chiral bioliquified crystals that selfassemble into structural replicates of acellular bone, dentine and enamel [9] . Still, the major difficulties outlined in this field are the reproduction of stiff, toughened materials in clinically significant quantities and their synthesis into fully integrated hierarchal structures. Nevertheless, the ability to build multi-layered 'hierarchical' structures that possess the form and function of bone, enamel or dentine is achievable by using biomimetic chemistry. Resolution of these problems is probable via the incorporation of selected peptides and proteins into a biomimetic chemical system. It is also likely by the use of living or artificial cells or viruses for synthesis. Also there is need to develop more effective chemical environments that freely evolve and transform in an adaptable, ever-changing flow to truly recreate a 'synthesis-with-construction' and development mode of calcified materials production chemistry.
An overview of biomimetic materials chemistry
In the vast expanse of biology, materials and structures are made with complexity, minimum energy budgets and with substrates that are invariably most freely available in the habitat or the more restricted space of a niche. Owing to evolution by natural selection, these materials and structures are riddled with historical aberrations derived from past adaptations. There is also a high degree of multitasking, convergence in form and function and conservation among organisms. For example, the Figure 1 . Suggested pathways for the translation of organism biomineralization knowledge into innovative tissue-regeneration products. The topic of this review looks at one biomimetic pathway with emphasis on chemical-based approaches highlighted here by LC synthesis [1] . It must also be noted that bioinspired routes have become very important in providing innovative solutions for constructing materials and structures for regenerative sciences. (Online version in colour.) biomineralization toolkit has similarities between the original ancestors and the successors [10] . Materials chemists are striving to replicate this and have superior performing materials for medicine, optics and electronics, etc. One of the finest examples has been the lesson derived from study of nacre, which incorporates structural and biochemical features that stop and contain the spread of fractures [11] [12] [13] [14] . The core principles and processes from nanocrystal to macrostructure are at least known such as the need for phospholipid vesicles, molecular patterned for crystal organization and a special set of proteins to direct and organize construction [15] [16] [17] . Explanations of how biological materials and structures are fabricated by organisms had their beginnings in scientific descriptions made by Haeckel and later superceded by Thompson [18] . Pieter Harting was the first to recreate life-like inorganic forms and structures in the laboratory by experimenting with crystal growth in special ionic solutions. Later chemical discoveries in areas that converged with biological programming of its own materials chemistry led to replicated shapes and forms. Ideas such as, molecular cooperation, synergy and self-organization were harnessed. For example, amphiphillic molecules associate with themselves into collectives such as, micelles, platelet lamellae and bicontinuous phases of water, oil and surfactants. The architectural patterns reminiscent of Foraminifera and diatoms were faithfully copied with aluminophosphate substrates that are bounded by surfactant templates and organized by nature into identical self-assembly and self-organization activities [19, 20] .
Evolution from morphogenesis to biomimetic morphosynthesis
Research distilled from chemical synthesis of catalytic zeolites showed great promise in replicating microskeletons in nature and it emerged that the chemical syntheses converged on the same principles such as molecular recognition and template synthesis [21] . Synthetic vesicles were used to generate greater scale in pattern formations and these began to resemble the formations in Radiolaria and diatoms. Advances in phospholipid chemistry at the time provided clues to the development of biomimetic formations. This precipitated inorganic microstructures patterned into honeycombs, spheroids and hollow shells carved with pores, bowls, platelets, posts, etc. Adaptations to this line of chemical synthesis facilitated developments in building different shapes with a selected template, patterning via control of surface tension, shear and fabrication of foams, bubbles and nested bubbles. It was possible to create hexagonal, gradient, polydisperse, asymmetrically sheared and shrunken patterns through adjustments to the physical and chemical force fields [21] . This is the basis for morphological and architectural diversity in the beaker. At 16 years of age, the theme of biomimetic materials chemistry is arguably still an unfulfilled branch of applied inorganic chemistry. Its focal point has been to simulate biomineralization of complex exoskeletons from relatively simple marine invertebrates [4] . There have been credible attempts also at fabricating dentine microstructures [22] and acellular bone equivalents [23] [24] [25] [26] . Unfulfilled because only a few specified model organisms such as: choanoflagellates [27] , radiolarians [27] , foraminiferans, diatoms [27] and coccolithophores [28, 29] , Porifera (marine sponges) [30] , Strongylocentrotus species (sea urchins), sand dollars (Scaphechinus mirabilis) [31] , sea stars (Pisaster giganteus) [32] and Acantharia [33] , representing a fraction of the total number of mineralizing organisms that have been studied to a level of detail of how the biomineral ions are acquired from the environment, confined, concentrated, safely transported, deposited, patterned, densified and displayed. This pathway of information is required for a smooth translation into a simulant. The details of these mineralizing events are also identified for bone, dentine and enamel formation. Only diatoms, Foraminifera, sea urchin spines and reticulated bone textures have been accurately emulated by chemical methods alone, free from inputs of proteins and cell engagement, as highlighted in figure 2. 
Biomineralization understanding
There are many thousand more organisms that can be studied as a wellspring of ideas for fabricating new materials either via biomimetic materials chemistry or bioinspired routes [34] . Studying natural history collections, using zoo resources of live animals and reading historical natural history publications is a major starting point for biomimetic and bioinspired discoveries [34, 35] . The enterprise of making materials akin to natural counterparts is learnt from a breadth of knowledge about the processes of mineralization in many different living organisms both extant and sometimes fossilized [36] . The natural archetypes on which to carry through mimicry are simple in complexity and include: Foraminifera, coccolithophores and bacterial threads [29, 37, 38] . These natural inorganic formations are confined to two levels of hierarchy and usually lack an intrinsic organic component and a genetic and metabolic code of autonomous instruction [39] . Adaptable and shape shifting vesicular templates, held in place with internal microtubules are given shape and architecture by the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus. These represent the conduits and piping that shift the cargoes of minerals and precursors and in providing the energy to power the processes and the intricate boundaries and frameworks for mineralization to interface against [40, 41] . Inside the cell, the different organelles, sometimes unified into groups and tethered together with cytoskeletal guy-ropes, carry out these functions in an assembly line fashion. The cell itself can do the same encapsulation and transport of mineral precursor or crystals at the next higher level of scale: by creating enclosed vesicle compartments inside the cell and differently shaped templates excreted and woven outside the cell into delineated spaces for mineralization. The intracellular vesicles must exert tight control over the attributes of the enclosed mineral products such as concentration, which can be toxic to the host cell.
There is conflicting evidence as to what products are used by mineralizing cells. Evidence obtained in fixed cells under transmission electron microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shows that the product is nanocrystals aggregated into amorphous phases. Whereas, live cell imaging of oyster haemocytes tends to show that it is crystalline already [42] . There is clear evidence that exosomes compartmentalize small nucleated biomineral crystals within the cell and are then carried out of the cell, secreted, assembled and finally densified in place [43] . Clearly, the crystallization processes operating inside the cell are a vital component in biomineralization events.
There is yet stronger evidence that calcium phosphate is formed inside bone cells, stored and transferred to permeate the pre-formed organic matrix [44] . Inside the osteoblast, cell cytoplasmic vesicles with calcium have been observed to migrate and merge with mitochondria that also store calcium phosphate particles. This exchange is a prelude to ejection and permeation of organic frameworks outside the cell. In fact, every material and structure in nature is defined by the most specific molecule-by-molecule organization of matter into exquisitely intricate morphologies. This biologically organized matter is under continual re-adjustment in response to the ever-changing flow of the environment. Adaptations are made in real-time during the lifetime of the organism and between generations via genetic, epigenetic and environmental influences. This is hard to replicate using the current tools in inorganic and organic chemistry, but there have been notable successes [16] , Lipids (phospholipids) [15] , amphiphile sheets [45] , peptide amphiphile nanofibres [23, 24] , charged macromolecules [46] and nature-derived nano-, micro and macroscopic templates (viruses and pollen) [47] have been assembled to create surfaces for the development of inorganic materials synthesis [41] . We can begin to generate inorganic complex forms by following common core principles in biomineralization [4] . Biomineralization can be used as the blueprint for producing complex mineralized tissues, such as dentine [39] . There are four guiding principles in order of timing towards the endproduct: supramolecular pre-organization, which provides a scaffold to create the proper space filling environment and a mould for amorphous biomineral exchange to crystals; interfacial molecular recognition to seed the crystals at regular positions in the framework; 'vectorial crystallization' to shape the biomineral crystal plates into spaces over time and 'pattern evolution' in which the mineral is fabricated into large diverse formations principally by involvement of cells via gene and protein regulators and biologically controlled contributions of LCs and reaction-diffusion chemistry (figure 3a-f) [50] . Both are fundamental originators of pattern formation in biological systems.
Use of bioinspired and biomimetic principles and concepts in the production of advanced biomedical materials and structures has increased the flexibility, diversity and utility of frameworks for tissue engineering. The benefits are simpler and cleaner 'green' synthesis and increased biological interactivity and function [51] [52] [53] [54] .
Bioinorganic materials and influences on cell regeneration
An explanation is necessary of the effects of biomimetic and nature-inspired bioinorganic materials on cells in regeneration rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140537 and why such materials are an important advantage in hardtissue regeneration [55] [56] [57] . New research is investigating the potential of nanometric internal and external modulation of cells, viruses, bacteria and embryos with biomimetic inorganic mineralization strategies. The effects of inorganic materials on the living cell are profound. There is a historical and fundamental synergy between cells, environment and inorganic chemistry. During cell evolution and transformation into complex organisms, there has been an intimate connection with chemical evolution in the environment [58] . Evolution was promoted, driven and directed by the relationship with inorganic minerals and chemistry, inevitable given the exclusive availability of these chemicals on the early Earth. Mineralized substrates therefore influence many cell responses and activities related to regenerative transformation into hard tissues.
In particular, the exchanges in proteins and ions at mineralized surfaces are important in conditioning the microenvironment for bone formation [59] . Mineral ions become hydrated at the surface and influence cells very heavily. As do proteins, their type and conformation. Mineralized substrates partially dissolve at surfaces and the availability of free mineral ions influences cell biochemistry. This is related to the mineral ion composition of the substrate and one parameter in particular, the calcium and phosphate ratio [59] . In addition, the surface topography at the nanoscale and microscale as well as surface energy values have strong influences on cell behaviour in regeneration.
Chemistry-based biomimetic materials
Chemical-based biomimicry of inorganic materials can be fabricated via chemical assembly. Typically, inorganic materials are made by physical methodologies. Through chemical processes, inorganic organized matter can emerge in different ways with time and space, increasing volume as the chemical environment reacts and changes [60] . It is conceptually feasible to derive tooth enamel using these biomimetic principles [39] . The most profound difficulty would be to engineer nanocrystals, millimetres in length and nanometres wide, with the available conceived templates [39] . At some stage in the construction process, there must be an intervention by cells and hormones, unless perfectly true mimics can be synthesized particularly with many layered hierarchies. It is feasible to combine pure chemical routes to synthesis of complex inorganic morphologies with organic molecules and even living cells, either to adapt crystal tectonics or to add therapeutic functions such as, drug protein delivery. A key hurdle in the translation of biomineralization concepts into the 'beaker' is a completed blueprint showing all the molecular processes involved in making complex inorganic formations [61] . Many organisms with life histories that include abundant mineralizing do not have a full genetic profile, and there are just a handful of protein sequence databases to interrogate [62] . Thus, harnessing microorganisms to do the work for the biomimetic materials engineer or the construction of autonomous artificial cells are appealing routes to follow [63] .
Growing inorganic materials with viruses, bacterial and living cell templates and liquid crystals
Bacterial cells and viruses have been implemented in building materials, including gold nanoparticles and cadmium-selenide nanostructures, [48] as moulds for packing nanoparticles into tight, secured arrangements that line the template. Bacteriophages have been genetically engineered to present peptides on their outer casings (capsid) that promulgate crystal binding [49, 64] . Decoration of capsids with cell signalling or adhesion peptides offers a chance to create ordered structures that may order cell adhesion density and cell distribution [65] . Intricately patterned chains of nanocrystals have been organized onto naturally fabricated protein films derived from bacterial cell envelopes (surface-layers or S-layers) in cadmium sulfide [66] . The promise and advantage of using S-layers, as templates, results from their structural diversity and the possibility of easily changing and adding proteins and other molecules to their surface [66] . These characteristics apply to biomimetic lipid bi-layer membranes in eukaryotic cells [7] . Helical-shaped nanofibre networks assembled from M13 phages have been developed as small elemental building blocks with advantages of LC tendencies [49] . LC materials and LC versions of DNA, polypeptides, collagen solutions are vital, fundamental and prevalent in biology behind organization and function of biological matter [67] . LCs undergo rapid transitions into a variety of structures via pH, temperature, pressure and inorganic ions, which is one reason they are employed in biology. Another reason is that the energy needed to convert them into exquisite structures in phase transitions is lower compared with cellular construction using adenosine tri-phosphate [2] . Large helical structural biomolecules, chitin, collagen and cellulose are assembled via LC building blocks, which possess chirality, or left-and right-handedness. Evolution by natural selections has harnessed LCs in the making of exquisitely patterned and textured tissue architectures with high order of function such as cornea and bone [50, 68] . These chiral fluids are able to self-assemble into patterned formations at the sub-micrometre scale and then layer into a micrometre scale (nematic with rod-shaped molecules in parallel strands, cholesteric with twisting of the molecules at right angles to the long axis of the molecules and smectic with layers of molecules that slip past each other) that are dictated by the nature of the environment and defined by geometrical barriers to growth, particle flow speed and surface tension at interfaces [49] . Therefore, fibre bundles built at the microscale level can be made to twist left or right and can be combined into elaborate rope structures. The added advantage of bacteriophage capsules as a building block for materials is that bioactive molecules can be covalently bound to the outer surface. In one instance, the prevalent cell adhesion tripeptide motif, RGD has been tethered onto M13 phages. In this study, it was explicitly shown that connective tissue fibroblast cells preferentially attached and aligned themselves in exact mirroring of the underlying textures made by the original twisted helical fibres ( figure 4a,b) . The intertwined ropework made up of phage proteins directly resembled enamel crystalline structure and architecture. When mineralized with calcium phosphate saturated solutions, the intertwined and twisted phage fibres truly mimicked the chemical composition and mechanical strength of natural tooth enamel ( figure 4c,d) . The functional efficacy of this artificial mineralized enamel texture was demonstrated by a 300-fold increase in Young's modulus (figure 4e). The phage virus capsule is a versatile materials building block. It has also been used to help build larger scale structures in organized parallel arrays via electrospinning [69] . The templates that serve as the constrained rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140537 boundaries, compartments and foundations for mineralization are usually made artificially, from scratch, with either biological or synthetically derived macromolecules. Artificial biotemplating in the mirror image of simple, naturally occurring mineralization in tiny marine plankton is possible and yields morphologies reminiscent of coccolithophores, Foraminifera and diatoms.
Another type of living object for inorganic templating has been mammalian and yeast cells [70] [71] [72] [73] . There has been increasing interest in using fabricated microcoatings and nanocoatings to encapsulate individual cells and clusters of living cells. Specially coated cells could extend their use as biosensors, cryoprotectants, products to facilitate cell therapy and tissue engineering strategies. For instance, living HeLa cells have been coated in a silica nanolayer [71] and yeast cells enclosed inside a layer of crystallized calcium carbonate [72] . The modes of coating attachment vary between electrostatic attractions with the cell membrane [71] , ionic charge pairing, direct precipitation and polyamine connectors. Another cited rationale is the need to protect individual cells from outside stresses such as heat, freezing and mechanical forces [71] . The protection given by coatings will have important utility in cell culture, husbandry and unique modifications for cell therapy. The force and magnitude of habitat stresses is the reason for evolutionary adaptations in many single-cell microorganisms. They grow shells for protection against predators and environmental extremes in temperature.
In some examples, the formation and synthesis of coating structures have mimicked actual processes in the biomineralization of single-celled organisms such as diatoms. There are two notable bioinspired approaches modelled on diatoms and Foraminifera. The first copies the biological role of polyamines in driving silicification reactions via silicic acids with a PEI equivalent [71] . In the second approach, titanium dioxide is deposited onto single cells of Chlorella algae via silaffin-mimicking polyamines, rich in arginine and lysine that catalyse condensation reactions with titanium. Coatings provide a convenient surface for decoration with non-native active molecules. In one example, catchecol molecules were attached to the reactive surface of a titania single-cell coating [73] . These can give rise to new pertinent functions and possibly new materials.
Inorganic nanocoatings have also been implemented with human primary mesenchymal stem cells facilitating induction towards specialization into a bone cell lineage and targeted gene transfer into human MSCs [65] . Cell growth allowed to proceed on the surface textures shows them to proliferate and spread in the alignment with the underlying fibres. (c) Intertwined ropework generated from a chiral media. Collagen fibres have organized themselves into a characteristic pattern, which is similar to the underlying framework in enamel as dictated by the LC phase structure. (d) An intertwined ropework of phage capsids generated from a chiral media was deployed into a film and is highly reminiscent of enamel superstructure. The structure was crystallized into calcium phosphate, which increased stiffness (e) (adapted from MacMillan Publishing Ltd. [49] ). (Online version in colour.)
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Coccolithophore analogues made in the beaker
An attractive approach to growing inorganic materials is to set up a chemical microenvironment that autonomously transforms into the final material via a number of linked steps involving cooperative reactions and metamorphosis. We know that production of amorphous mineral precursors is an important step that precedes the formation of the nanocrystals and their assembly into crystallites and plates [74] .
Templates with intricate three-dimensional outward forms can be produced within 'self-organizing' media that mimic the templating with vesicles in single-celled mineralizing coccolithophores (figure 5a). One simple system is a 'waterin-oil' reverse microemulsion in which the water phase is loaded with the starting biomineral ions, such as calcium carbonate, while the changes in the external environment induce precipitation at the interface of the water and oil [37] . Both physical and chemical patternings are at play in the generation of porous microsponges; the mechanism is displayed in figure 5b and the types of structure that can be recreated shown in figure 5c,d. Such microsponges have been adapted into a delivery vehicle for targeted drug and gene product capture and release [9] . This was achieved by adding the gene or protein component into the water phase prior to synthesis. During the synthesis, these factors become integrated and entrapped within the crystals and between the crystals during phase transition (figure 5d) [9] . These same structures also showed utility in promoting osteoid bone formation when mixed with allograft and hBMSC within an animal model. The tissue production was dramatically increased when compared with tests for bone regeneration with just allograft and hBMSC (figure 5e,f ). Compressive strength was correspondingly much more significant in the microsponge samples (figure 5g).
Extraordinary biomineralization systems
One can speculate on the future course of biomimetic materials chemistry. We have considered the possibilities of using living cells to synergistically construct and grow that emulates biomineral patterning in calcium carbonate reminiscent of the cuboid building blocks in coccolithophore species [37] (adapted from Wiley). The re-action field conditions were modified during evaporation of the oil phase during the last step of vaterite microsponge synthesis. (c) An SEM image showing an intricate biomimetic crystal architecture generated using this adaptable chemical system (DW Green 2008, unpublished data) . It is also possible to add biological functions to the structures by doping the water phase with any desired protein additive which will lead to its entrapment between crystals and inside them [9] . (d) A laser confocal image of detected haemoglobin, highlighted in orange and red entrapped into vaterite microsponges (adapted from Royal Society of Chemistry) [9] . (e,f) Vaterite microspheres generated via biomimetic materials chemistry have shown to promote extensive immature bone formation in an animal model within composites of bone allograft and hBMSC. (e) Human bone allograft co-cultured with hBMSC in vivo gave rise to small segments of collagen type I positive bone tissue. When human allograft and hBMSC were co-cultured with vaterite microspheres, there was new bone tissue production almost throughout the implanted material (f). (g) The microsphere-laden tissue gave significantly enhanced compressive strength compared with the diffuse tissue generated without microspheres (Adapted from Elsevier) [75] . (Online version in colour.) rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140537 inorganic materials and automatically self-engineer clinicalgrade human tissue replacements. So far this research theme has not been explored at all. Yeast cells have been complexed with clay nanotubes to form a stable living hybrid [76] . There have been other interesting developments such as construction of calcite nanocrystals into one type of coccolithophore microstructure (figure 6a, creation of semi-autonomous artificial cells-that could be adapted to biomineralization roles-and use of reaction-diffusion organizing media composed of stacked chemical gradients [8, 79] ). Some chemists are creating synthetic cells although not as yet specially programmed for biomineralization functions [80, 81] . Fascinating examples of this approach can be seen in investigations of the proto-biological world. Artificial protocells are simplified replicates of cells made with natural (proteins) and un-natural materials [82] . Artificial protocells are increasingly being made, not according to biological principles of construction but by self-assembly without a biological membrane ( figure 6c,d ) [83] . Artificial cells can include primitive gels and can be used as containers for biochemical reactions and gene expression [82] ( figure 6c,d ). There has been a need for facile gene expression systems without the disadvantages of interference from cellular protein secretions. In a study by Bawazer et al., vesicles (synthetic cell surrogates) were constructed around an internalized polymer bead onto which genes for silicatein-from marine sponge-were attached. Entrapment of a co-reactant within a vesicle bounded with water droplets in oil created the enclosed reaction environment wherein silicon dioxide was autonomously synthesized [82] . Artificial selection was imposed on the diversity of silicatein products obtained via cell sorting to isolate enzyme variants with different catalysis rates. Using this system, they could perform evolutionary selection of specific silica product variants. Therefore, it is conceivable to employ these artificial cells and synthetic cell surrogates to synthesize substrates for building new inorganic biomaterials. These simplified cells are a counterpoint to actual gene engineered cells that could do the same task, only without entering evolution. There is some concern about the ability to influence these processes in medical applications; therefore, there are further possibilities with this line of thinking. One possibility, founded on replicating the range of cell nanopieces (i.e. receptors and enzymes) is the creation of artificial life, made from equivalent polymer membranes and molecular motors that acts like their organic counterparts, to manufacture and simulate a living cellular machine [63, 84] .
Reaction -diffusion chemistry in a liquid media can produce highly elaborate and intricate patterns. This is one main way where complexity can emerge from simple mixtures. In §2 (figure 3), we highlighted that swirl and target patterns arising at the beginning of nacre biomineralization. The autonomous evolution of these templates leads to directed nucleation and defines the tectonic growth of crystals. Reaction -diffusion chemical systems are fundamental to pattern formation and generation of complex structures across nature. The vital and exploitable property of these chemical systems is that the final stable structures can be deliberately structurally designed by changing the environment at any stage during the metamorphosis. Noorduin et al. [79] recently showed how it was possible to judiciously control the development of forms and emerging in a system via stepwise adjustments to convoluted chemical gradients in pH, CO 2 and the temperature (figure 6e).
Conclusion
In regenerative orthopaedics and dentistry (as there is throughout regenerative biological science), there is paucity of biomaterials and biostructures with broad clinical applicability and versatility. In this review, we have focused on chemical-based approaches to recreating mineralized structural biomaterials. Although, we considered the requirement to involve living entities in construction; juxtaposed with biomimetic chemical systems. It is dependent on whether the tissue engineering prefers cellular or acellular tissue replacements.
Pure chemical approaches to simulate and emulate the exquisitely controlled and precise construction of inorganic biomineral formations have shown utility in mimicking small skeletal structures and small components of hierarchical tissues such as dentine and bone. We have also shown that these replicated bioinorganic structures can be implemented in mineralized tissues of different origin and higher complexity. The point is that there are cases where the tissue engineer does not need to have a perfect copy of a framework to rebuild bone, enamel or dentine. Biostructures with complex form and function are also needed for targeted delivery of proteins and gene products.
Manipulating molecular and macromolecular biological molecules, such as peptides, carbohydrates and DNA, is to harness their recognition and docking efficiencies, their numerous permutations to organize into a diversity of conformationsfitting them together in the exact likeness of living biological structures-provides a thorough opportunity to directly mimic biological frameworks for the mineralization of intricate structures. Getting them to autonomously self-assemble and to generate large volumes of self-supporting structures remains a monumental challenge in both pure synthetic chemistry approaches and in molecule-by-molecule assembling approaches. Especially to build many-layered hierarchies that are tightly integrated.
We have just seen, with a few examples at a basic level, how concepts in biomineralization are transferred into a synthetic model and involve reactions that adapt and metamorphose in real-time according to local conditions, just as natural biomaterials do and have to. We believe that the field has not been thoroughly explored nor sufficiently advanced so far to be capable of the continual generation of fresh structures for implementation in medical therapeutics. Though it can be allotted to some restricted medical purposes. We showed that the coccolithophore mimics stimulate special bone formation. Nevertheless, it is probable that to grow a proper anatomically perfected bone, dentine or enamel framework in a beaker, it will require inputs from cells and genetic and metabolic coding over long periods to organize and construct a truly significant volume of bone. An ideal system to aim for would encompass self-organizing constituents in a liquid crystalline media-in order to truly generate complex form-in combination with living stem cells progenitors-in order to build living tissue-and have a synergy of growth between these two creative elements.
Further future progress in making protocells that harbour working genes enclosed within gated cell boundaries made from lipid or protein could create a route for the controlled autonomous synthesis and fabrication of mineralized tissue compartments. Artificial cells could be harnessed to recreate tissue environments and build biomimetic tissue frameworks. Our overall philosophical direction for the next round of biomimetic systems for regenerative medical materials and structures rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140537 is to follow nature and biology much deeper and prepare liquid melt precursors of biominerals and liquid crystalline proteins and evolve them in complex self-organizing media, which have reaction-diffusion currents. The skill will be to design chemical systems and environments that are set up in such a way that they act autonomously to create highly ordered patterns which would fuse and mineralize into new structures with hierarchies of organized matter facilitated by living cells to complete a true 'living biocomposite'. Only time and hard work in these directions will tell. 
